6.1 Summary and Conclusion:

Research is carried out in Vasai Taluka to know the development of tourism in the region. To get a proper result data is collected by framing questionnaire in five different criterias as tourist, tour operator, hotel, resort and local people. Through survey informations have been collected. In total 1356 respondent’s data have been collected for the research. In total six hypotheses are taken for the research work. To test the significance levels of the taken hypotheses two statistical techniques are used. The two techniques are t-test and Chi-square tests are used for the research. To test the tourism development in Vasai Taluka the taken six hypotheses have been considered for the analysis. In the hypothesis one focus is given on growth of tourism in the Vasai Taluka due to there is presence of various tourist centres which is helping a lot for the growth of tourism in this region. If the tourist centre is having some points of visit for tourist then it creates advantage to the the place to grow tourism. This is applied to available centres of Vasai Taluka. In Vasai Taluka there are different kinds of visiting places are available. Here there is presence of very beautiful old temples, very neet and clean with beautiful beaches, historical monumebts like 15th century forts, very attractive water fall; it is coming under pleasant environment, old churches, advanced hospitals and spa centres. The major tourist centres most visited by the tourists are Jivdani temple, Tungareshwar temple, Chandika Devi temple, Jain temple, Arnala beach, Rajodi beach, Suruchi beach, Rangaon beach, Bhuigaon beach, Chinchoti water fall, Vasai fort, Arnala fort, Thomas catholic church, Holy spirit church, IASIA hospital, Cardinal Gracias hospital, Government hospital and Four fountain De-spa. So due to the presence of very beautiful tourist places a lot of tourist travel to these places for fun and enjoyment. So there is definite application of hypothesis one as there is large movement of tourist to different tourist centres of Vasai Taluka and also contributing for the development of tourism. So there is definite relationship between tourist destinations and growth of tourism. In hypothesis two it has been taken as there can be a positive relationship between location of a place and growth of tourism. For the growth of tourism there is always need of good connectivity of the place. If the tourist place is well connected by all forms of transportations like roadways, railways and water ways or may be by
airways it can be grown as a major tourist destination. This is applied here with the tourist centres of Vasai Talukas. All the tourist destinations of Vasai Taluka are well connected with roadways, railways, airways and also by waterways. Vasai Taluka is also well connected with roadways because national highway number 8 is passing through it. Due to the presence of Arabian Sea and its coastlines it is also helping towards development of waterways. Both international and national airport is quite near to the places. All these are adding benefits for the growth of tourism. All the places of Vasai Taluka are well connected by railways because Mumbais life line that is western and central railways are connected with these places. This is helping a lot for the growth of tourism here. This hypothesis is totally applied here. In hypothesis three it is taken as there is positive relationship between environment and growth of tourism. It is very much applied here in Vasai Taluka as it is having quite environment for the tourist to get attracted towards it. From the data analysis as well as from the hypothesis testing it has shown a positive relation between the two factors. So there can be seen here a large flow of tourist to the tourist destinations due to their prime reason of visit is to enjoy good environment. It is always loved by tourist by which is having good environment. So the place is visited by most of the tourists which is having conducive and favourable environment. The places here are also coming under good environment. So due to the presence of suitable and amicable environment it is helping in bringing a large number of tourists to the places of Vasai Taluka. We can see always there is having a positive relation between movements of tourist with environment. Hypothesis four is based on the topic of positive relationship between tourist destination and movement of tourist. The flow of tourist definitely depends on the available facilities and especially accommodation availability of the place. Here it is considered the occupancy rate of hotel during tourist season. There is quite high movement of people during tourist season to different tourist locations. Here in this time most of the hotels are quite packed with more than 100 tourists. The place and its staying facilities for tourists decide the movement of tourist. From the occupancy rate of hotels it can be derived the positive and negative relationship between the place and movement of people. I there will be the facility like accommodation for tourist then it will be quite difficult for the centre to grow as a tourist location. The entire tourists are not coming from the local areas and on the same day they can go back to their home after visit. When a tourist comes from out station he needs a place to stay if is not there then he has to go back on the
same day. If this happens then it will give a bad impression of the place. Tourist with family cannot come to the place if such situation arises. In Vasai Taluka a large number of hotels that is more than 149 hotels are operating and this is helping for the development of tourism. So it shows there is positive relation between the two. Hypothesis five is based on the motive of tourist towards tourism. Motive of tourist is nothing about the factor or factors which influence a tourist to go for tourism. The factor may be beach, monument, waterfall, pilgrim centre, good environment, spa centers or may be festivals. For Vasai Taluka all these motivational factors are available and also we can see there is a positive motive for everything except celebrating festivals. Tourists are quite motivated due to the presence of everything what they generally expect from a place. So it quite clear that there is definite positive tourist motive is for tourism in Vasai Taluka. Motive of a tourist can be divided into two types. As push and pull motive. A push motive is nothing about psychological motive that is created automatically within a tourist. It can be a positive or negative motive for tourism. When it comes to pull factors of motivation it comes with the available facilities provided by the centre. Pull factor arises with experience of the place as I got from his last visit. Pull factors may be due to pilgrim centres, beaches, forts, other monuments, waterfall, and pleasant environment or to celebrate festivals. All kinds of motivational factors are easily gettable here. Due to this we can see a large number of tourist come for tourism here. Hypothesis six informs there is definite scope in Vasai Taluka for the growth of tourism. Due to presence of large number resorts, tour operators, hotels and generation of employment opportunities for the local people to get employed in the available tourist centres in various services and businesses proving deciding factors for tourism growth. As the movement of people to resorts during weekends is quite large and it is more than 150 with almost all the 98 resorts present here. When a huge number of tourists are coming to resorts it is a positive sign to develop tourism. There are more than 50 tour operators are operating here. These tour operators are proving all kinds of services to locals not for tourist packages booking but they are also giving the services like, train ticket booking, bus ticket booking, air ticket booking, hotel booking, arranging taxi services if the customer demands also. The type of service as well as quality of services is quite good which is helping a lot for tourism. At the present 50 tour operators providing all kinds of packages along with their area of operation includes inbound service along with both inbound and out bound services. In total 149 hotels are operating here with
maximum flow of tourist during tourist season when their occupancy rate in most of the hotels are more than 100. The quality of services of hotels is very amazing. Accessibility to hotels is also very easy. For all kind of budget hotels are available. From five stars to one star hotel are present here. So there will be no issue of accommodation for the tourist. Any budget people can get opportunity to travel here because for them all sorts of facilities are available. Lastly the number of locals gets employed in local tourist centres generating revenue for them. Because of a large number of hotels, resorts and tour operators are operating here and generating job opportunities to the locals but other services and businesses are also available here which is helping to develop tourism. The other services like banking, insurance, transportation, medical facilities, good spa centres are also contributing a lot towards development of tourism. Most of the locals are also engaging themselves into various trades and in businesses. Tourist related businesses are flourishing here and helping to grow tourism. Agricultural and industrial products are also generated based on the demand of the tourist. New type of cropping methods is also implemented here to increasase production. Horticulture and floriculture are basically done here. The places are famous for good quality babana so local people cultivate it for tourist. Large amount of flower like marigold is produced here in huge quanities and it is also exported to foreign countries. This is also done by keeping in mind what the demand of tourist will be. Local people earn maximum by selling it in the market. Small scale and medium scale industries are also growing here. Large amount of handicraft products are also produced for tourists. Local medical centres are equipped with modern technology which is helping to generate medical tourism. A large number of people especially come to these medical centres for treatment. This is helping local people immensely to generate income. All these factors as mentioned above are contributing a lot towards development of tourism in Vasai Taluka. All the hypothesis have taken for research to prove that there is development of tourism in Vasai Taluka have accepted and also proved that there is definite scope to develop more tourism here in future. So there is also we can see in Vasai Taluka there is lot of scope to bring a huge number of tourist due to the above mentioned available facilities. So it can be concluded through following points as below:

- Stability of nation is necessary for development of tourism industry. Political disturbances hamper tourism. Vasai Taluka is reaping benefits from this industry.
Money is generated from tourists coming from different parts of the country and abroad.

- Tourists are getting attracted to the tourist places present in Vasai Taluka.
- Due to the presence of historical monuments, temples, beaches, waterfall, hospitals and spa helping to generate more currency.
- In Vasai Taluka there are many tourist attraction centres like, Jivdani temple, Tungareshwar temple, Vasai fort, Arnala fort, beautiful beaches like, Arnala beach, Bhuigaon beach, Rangaon beach, Suruchi beach and old Catholic Churches are present which is helping immensely for the growth and development of tourism. Further growth depends on how much care is taken towards it.
- Adventure sports like trekking and Paragliding are available at Chinchoti which is quite near to Vasai is needed to be promoted properly which can also contribute a lot towards revenue generation.
- Large number of young people visiting to Chinchoti waterfall for picnic. So the place can be developed as a major tourist spot.
- Presence of good environment at Vasai Taluka helping to gather more tourists to this region.
- Various tourist spots of Vasai Taluka are well connected by roads, railways and airways with different parts of the country and also with World. But there is also some improvement needed in bus services by increasing frequency of services to various tourist destinations.
- There is a need of little bit improvement in road conditions as tourist definitely prefers the place which is quite good in connectivity.
- The tourist places are well accessibility to reach to tourist centres but improvements are needed to increase more flow of tourist to Vasai Taluka.
- Majority of tourists are coming to Vasai for visiting spa centres where they can get different kinds of body massages.
- Galore of cultural differences resultant in varieties of cuisines to please diverse tongues, textiles, artefacts, handicrafts pleasing eyes are other gifts.
- All potentialities by proper planning, financing, acquiring experience, packaging marketing, and boosting creativity, make outstanding appeal to travellers and seek help from private entrepreneurs will help immensely to grow tourism in this region.
Tourism is the act of travel for the purpose of not only recreation, but also the provision of services for this act. It might occupy local services such as entertainment, accommodation, communication, banking, insurances etc. which will bring only benefits.

However, tourists cause environmental damage through forest fires, destruction of sand dunes and pollution. Consequently this serves negatively as increased pollution disturbs local residents and also it may discourage tourists from entering the country. So for attracting tourists from various parts of the world.

It is required to have a proper planning and strategy making. After this, tourism undermines culture by commercializing it and this is often connect with increasing litter, graffiti, vandalism and noise - tourists do not always respect traditional cultures, which is sad but true.

In general, tourism is an extremely profitable process in loads of countries, especially those in which the process of development continue to depend on this industry because this industry does not require a lot of literacy and also it yields maximum profits with less investment. So more focus should be always given on tourism which will bring more and more tourists to this part of the World and will help in many ways to the country as well as to the local people of Vasai Taluka.

6.2 Recommendations:

India is a country stands seventh in the world in size and ranks second in the world in population which is very rich in history, culture, tradition and diversity. This rich history is seen in its available heritage sites throughout the country. The rich history and diversity can be seen almost all villages and towns present in India. India is a country with mountains, hills, rivers, lakes, desert, waterfall etc. Which can attract tourism in India? Along with this India has innumerable theme parks, water parks are also will definitely bring more tourist both from within country as well as from out of country. All this only can be possible when India will able to take adequate amount of measures related to tourism can be taken properly by the central government and also by the state government. There are number of tourist destinations like Vasai fort, Arnala fort, Jivdani temple, Tungareshwar temple, Chandika Devi temple, Jain temple also presence of beautiful beaches like Arnala, Suruchi, Rajodi, Rangaon, Bhuigaon are present in Vasai Taluka which will bring more income from tourist and could
contribute towards growth and development of the area if some additional care would be taken like:

- Little bit improvement in transportation facilities: Families in different strata need various facilities like bus, train, plane, cab, auto rickshaw to reach easily to their favourite destination without any problem. There are sufficient facilities are available and additional facilities can be made for the same based on tourist requirements.

- Marginal improvement in accommodation for families to stay: Irrespective of the size of the heritage facility, families need to stay there and accommodation needs for a family are constant. Based on the perceived demand for a tourist site, accommodations are needed in nearby locality. There is presence of all types of hotels in Vasai Taluka but that is not sufficient enough to accommodate all types of tourist properly so need to increase number of hotels and Sarai centres with every budget types people.

- The educational nature of heritage sites should not be forgotten: The educational heritage sites should be remembered for the growth of tourism. Theatres showing educational videos about the heritage site and its history should be available and cost should be included in tour costs so that children’s needs are not sacrificed by parents.

- Food and restaurants: Food and restaurants are required at tourist sites. The restaurants should be able to serve a variety of Indian and local food to suit all taste. Restaurants should be able to supply high quality bottled water to the health conscious tourist of the day.

- Toilet, bathroom and urinal facilities: Adequate toilet, bathroom and urinal facilities are required at heritage sites. These facilities also need proper maintenance.

- Primary health care: There is need of improvement in primary health care centres in various tourist centres and every facility should be equipped with a primary healthcare centre to provide first aid and minimum stress and fatigue relief.

- Handicraft and local crafts sales facilities: A tour is probably a time when every Indian is brought close to local handicrafts and local craftsmen. Provide adequate space for having shops to sell Indian handicrafts, garments and traditional items. The place will have both National and Local handicrafts on sale and display.

- Room Entertainment facilities: In today’s accommodations there is need of LED, Cable TV, Internet, communication and other facilities are required by tourist
so these facilities needed to be provided by the hotel if they want to satisfy and attract more customer to stay in their hotel.

- Amusement Parks and secondary entertainment facilities: Each heritage or tourist site that has some or all which can be a source of additional income and also provide additional employment.

- Bank and ATM Facilities: Most tourist locations require proper banking and ATM facilities. All nationalised and private banks can be directed to provide ATM as well as all banking services nearby heritage or tourist sites.

- Proper Waste Disposal Facility: Waste management and disposal requires special needs. For example in case of spitting, the company will have person trained to remove the damaged soil with proper equipment (not with bare hands). Replace the damaged soil with good soil. Have the soils transported to soil management facility to clean the soil and recycle wastes. Persons performing unclean acts can be fined for such purposes. In case of defecating in places other than toilets the process of removing and replacing soil and deodorizing etc. Should be followed. Tourist sites should not create wastes that are unmanageable or pollute the environment. Water treatment, solid waste transportation facilities and in rare cases waste incinerator, Effluent treatment plants may be necessary.

- Greater regulation of the tourist accommodation sector: Now a day’s many visitors report guest house and hotel owners trying to charge more than the agreed price when tourists need to check out. This is absolutely immoral, and such a horrible way to end one’s holiday either internally or out of the country.

- More stress on ethical practices.

- Regulating taxi and rickshaw transport sector: Unscrupulous taxi and rickshaw drivers quote inflated prices and sometimes try to intimidate tourists if they refuse to pay the false price. This is of course, really damages the name of India as the travellers will tell about this unpleasant experience when back home.

- Building more sidewalks: As it’s intimidating for the tourists new to India to share the road together with cars and buses.

- Making tourist places greener: As it’s depressing to walk through a tourist centre that has only pollution, dusty buildings and beeping cars with zero greenery. So there is a need for planting different types of trees which will keep the place green and look beautiful.
Teaching sellers in tourist areas: Teaching sellers in tourist areas not to shout at tourists in order to get their attention and to sell them something this doesn’t increase their sales, but only gives the place a bad name. I know its part of Indian experience, but personally I would rather not be plagued every time I walk outside just because my face is white or black.

Inspecting restaurants in tourist places: It is required to be inspected of restaurants in almost all the tourist places, to know cleanliness and food quality. Many tourists get food poisoning when they are at the tourist spot and of course they talk about it when they go back to their home.

Create travelling experiences for tourists rather than just attractions: Travelling is an experience rather than just visiting attractions in order to promote the tourism of India, and especially in Vasai Taluka. We need to invest time and efforts in building travelling experiences for people with tour guides, activities for the children, giving more importance on culinary tours, interactivity for the tourist with the culture of the place etc. Most of our attractions should not left to themselves and are not built up as experiences and memories to take back home.

More hygiene and amenities for kids and disabled: Some tourist centres in Vasai Taluka lacks in certain amenities like rest room near attractions, changing rooms at the beaches and garbage bins. Even if some of our attractions might have those, they are left in horrible conditions. There is required to do disabled access is something that we still need to explored and fix down.

Preserving historical monuments: Historical monuments present in Vasai Taluka are Vasai fort and Arnala fort that are needed to be preserved for future revenue generation. Our monuments demanding a lot of attention.

Marketing strategies for image formation: By using social media platform tourism marketing can be done in a larger way because nowadays social media is playing a very important role in our life. There is a need of broadcasting ‘Incredible India’ campaigns abroad, holding tourism seminars or offering Indian locations with facilities to promote foreign film productions in the country and especially in this region of Vasai. Apart from that even our official tourist websites need to be updated to inform the readers and travellers well. Like ‘Incredible India’ slogan the same type of slogan should be prepared for Vasai Taluka and also needed to be advertised as well as promoted properly by using different media and also through mouth publicity.
Friendly Reception: A friendly smile on the face of host at times gives the best whiff to tourism. And this is one thing that we can implement at our own level to ensure a hospitable image of Vasai Taluka tourist centres before others.

Need to improve tourist Security. A place that serves well looks well.

Promoting festivals to enhance Indian and local tradition: We recognise Christmas with west, Tomatina festival with Spain and Rio carnival with Brazil but a Taluka like Vasai where we need to make them more popular and tourist friendly nationally as well as globally. The local festivals like Ganesh puja, Diwali, Holi needed to be promoted for the tourist.

Adventure friendly infrastructure: Need of safe and secure adventure facilities to travellers especially those are coming for adventure. With more and more of people are coming for adventure tourism, this is an essential infrastructure that we need to upgrade from its present state.

Revisit the unseen and unexplored: we have to explore the unseen and the unexplored beaches like Rangaon and Bhuigaon where mostly nearby local people visit. Focus should be given on the unexplored beaches to be promoted properly and bring more traffic to these beaches which will help in large manner to the local people.

To understand how tourism can change the face of the region: The day we understand how tourism can change the face of our nation and also our region, half of the battle will be won. It can definitely bring more value, income and an image to our region and bring us in the top contenders for the list of travel destinations.

Need of implementation of Plan for the development of tourism in Vasai Taluka and its surrounding areas.

In order to boost the breadth and variety of tourism within the State, special focus will be given to the Institutional & Governance mechanism.

Need of Institutional Arrangement for the growth and development of Maharashtra and also of Vasai Taluka tourism.

A mechanism called as three-tier institutional & Governance mechanism required to be implemented.

The projects which can cause a large amount of destruction to the surrounding needed to be cleared properly by the minister.

If the project will not pollute the environment then only it is to be cleared.
Need of avoidance of the mega projects to be cleared which will cause damage to the area.

A steering committee under the chairmanship of the Principal Secretary (Tourism) for the implementation of the tourism policy of Vasai Taluka and facilitating investments in the Taluka.

A District Tourism Promotion Committee (DTPC) required to be formed.

Single Window Clearance for the Hospitality industry and live events in Vasai Taluka.

Need of Department of Tourism, to have a proper mechanism for the growth and development of Hospitality industry and good quality restaurants in the local areas of each and every tourist centre. This can be achieved by implementing the following methods by providing an online one-stop shop for conduction of hassle free licensing approval for the Hospitality industry.

There is a need of tourism investor facilitation cell which will act as a converging body to monitor the sector progress within the state and public private partnership model for growth in tourism Sector.

Need to attract private sector to participate in infrastructure development projects.

To identify suitable private partners for projects in the Vasai Taluka.

Need of Providing device on project marketing and deal structuring.

Bidding management related services for all the investors.

To identify optimal capital structures and financing strategies.

Assisting the clients in packaging projects in order to raise capital through various debt or equity structures and instruments, create business plans.

To identify suitable private partners for projects in the state.

To provide advice on project marketing and deal structuring.

To provide Transaction Advisory Services for the public sector to engage private investors.

To have bid management services for Investors.

Need of finance to improve infrastructure and that by financing to various infrastructure projects.

While preserving biodiversity and natural heritage there is need of optimum utilization of environmental resources.
By conserving the cultural heritage we can give respect to the local community.

To eradicate poverty and to improve the economic conditions of the local community there is a need of creation of employment opportunities through tourism sector and that can help in long run for sustainable growth.

Need of forming a sustainable strategy for various destinations.

To review periodically need to establish proper monitoring systems which can be more helpful to get proper report of various tourist destinations and what can be done that also needed to be carried out properly.

To report publicly the contribution of tourism towards economic growth of local people.

Give importance on the local career opportunities available for local people and encourage them to avail the opportunities.

Need to have a proper guidelines for tourist management, tourist behavior, protection of cultural heritage and also of intellectual property protection

Proper identification of risk of environment.

There is need of conservation of energy, management of water, water security, maintaining water quality, treatment of waste water, reduction of solid waste, monitoring noise pollution and low-impact transportation.

Focus more on rural tourism.

Due to presence of lot of beaches and temples in rural areas of Vasai Taluka there is need of promotion of rural tourism.

Increase of rural tourism can bring additional income to the rural people which will surely benefit the rural mass.

Through promotion of rural tourism the urban tourist when they will visit the place will experience differently and will help to tourism in the region.

If more number of tourists will visit the rural areas then they will demand various agricultural products and this will increase production of various agricultural products and will help to grow production.

There is need of creation of agricultural-tour operator who can help in bringing more number of tourists to visit rural areas.

Added benefits needed to be given if rural tourism is promoted by various tour operators
Need to maintain quality standards and services and need to promote the identified best practices.

Products and services needed to be diversified which will support smaller tour operators.

Local procurement of resources can bring collaboration of agriculture and tourism industry.

Very much need of infrastructural development of the local area and especially of the tourist centers.

There is need to evaluate latest market trends and need to develop a proper framework for better legislation as per changing market condition.

Develop local infrastructure, market linkages (both backward and forward integration) and academic centers.

Distressed areas needed to be given special packages for promotion.

Need to have a proper certification and affiliation system to grow rural tourism.

Single window clearance mechanism required to be established.

To protect the environment there should be plastic free areas.

Caravan Tourism required to be implemented in Vasai Taluka. If this would be implemented then definitely more and more number of tourists would love to go for tourism.

Need of Promotion of Caravan tourism as this is a unique tourism product, which provides family oriented tours even at circuits/ destinations where adequate hotel accommodations are not available.

Exploit vast lands at vantage locations, which are unable to provide basic amenities and facilities to tourists, while providing an unparalleled experience with an opportunity to observe nature from close quarters.

Establish Vasai Taluka as a dynamic business event destination, where an ecosystem of ideas, people, and technology will flourish and attract large number of tourist.

Fast visa procedures to be done.

The tourist centers present in Vasai Taluka can develop as film tourism center.
Promotion of tourist centers for making ideal destination for film shootings and gain from tourist influx by being the venue / location of popular domestic and international cinema.

Ease the intricate and complex clearance process, and incentivize film makers by providing them single window clearances and incentives to choose Vasai tourist centers as their preferred destination choice for film shootings.

Need to have online mechanism for various services to be provided by local people for film industry.

Attracting global film industry to come and shoot in various tourist destinations of Vasai Taluka.

Displaying of proper information about tourist locations needed to be done.

Require of implementation of safety measures in tourist locations.

Create healthy environment for the tourist who can safely travel within tourist destination.

Use of implementation of proper technology in police force that can patrol the area properly.

Deploy maximum number of police at the major tourist centers to protect large number of tourist.

Inclusion of local people in the task force which will benefit the people and also will help to protect outsiders.

There is a need of Smart Ticketing System.

Creation of easy system for currency exchange.

Need to promote youth tourism.

Special discount to be given to all senior citizens.

Increase of theme based tourism systems.

Need to offer special discount on off-season tourism.

Some points to be given to tourist at the time of purchase of different products at government.

Creating services as per the demand.

Focus more on religious tourism.

Due to the presence of beautiful temples like, Jivdani temple, Tungareshwar temple, Chandika Devi temple and Jain temple more focus should be on pilgrim tourism.
Focus on heritage tourism. Tourist can get attracted to the tourist centers in Vasai Taluka due to the presence of various heritage sites like, Vasai Fort and Arnala Fort.

To make more interesting in the fort there is need of arranging light and sound show which definitely attract huge number of tourist to fort and in this process large amount of income can be generated. It can be used for wedding and also film shooting.

Need to focus on beach tourism. Due to the presence of very beautiful beaches like Arnala beach, Suruchi beach, Rajodi beach, Rangaon beach and Bhuigaon beach these tourist centers can be promoted to get attracted towards these tourist locations.

Tour operators needed to give importance on different tourist centers of Vasai Taluka.

Giving importance on culinary tourism in Vasai Taluka. Because Maharashtra is famous around the World for its different foods requires to be promoted.

More focus on nature tourism.

Due to presence of mountains, waterfalls and forest some tourist centers needed to be promoted properly.

The place like Tungareshwar and Chinchoti waterfall and nearby forest regions needed to be properly promoted.

Give importance on educational tourism due to presence of very good educational institutions.

In Vasai Taluka all sort of education from engineering to architecture are available so it is needed to be promoted properly.

Focus should be on adventure tourism. Tungareshwar in Vasai Taluka famous for tracking and a large number of visitors visit to the place to enjoy tracking.

The tourist centers like Tungareshwar, Chinchoti, Arnala beach, Suruchi beach, Rajodi beach, Bhuigaon beach and Rangaon beach can be developeed as adventure tourist spots. It can be developed for the younger generation because at present among younger people adventure tourism has become quite famous.

Have some planning on providing proper education on tourism and various tourism activities which will help largely to local people immensely to develop their standard of living.

Need to have an expert committee which will conduct periodical reviews for safety guidelines.
Need to have an expert committee who will set criteria for adventure tour operator.

Focus should be on tourism festivals.

Local people celebrate various festivals like Ganesh puja, Diwali, Gudi Padwa, Holi, Navratri, Chirstmas, Id, etc. which is required to be promoted to develop tourism.

Focus should be given on medical tourism.

There is presence of good private as well as government hospitals present in Vasai Taluka which can be developed as major tourist centers for medical tourism.

The medical centers of Vasai Taluka can be developed as tourist location because of available of modern medical facilities.

Large number of people living in the Taluka which can help largely to grow medical tourism.

The people near to the Taluka can also use the available facilities provided by hospitals.

The available facilities needed to be promoted which will help to develop medical tourism.

Need to develop brand equity of Vasai Taluka as top tourist destination not only in Maharashtra but at global level.

Need to have a proper marketing and promotional strategy.

Need to develop 369 degree integrated marketing plan.

Requirement of short film on Vasai Taluka tourism.

Need to develop online presence.

Need to create a web site for Vasai Taluka tourism.

To have proper drinking water facilities.

International Standard Toilet Facilities.

Convert major tourist centers into a Wifi zone.

Facilitate Signage facilities.

Center of proper Hygiene Certified food joints.

Need to have a destination which is needed to be eco-friendly.

Need to improve infrastructural facilities at tourist centers.

Improvements in transportation facilities.

Improvements in emergency services.
- Needed to improve cleanliness.
- Proper pollution control measures at tourist centers.
- Proper banking services.
- Increase in ATM centers at tourist destinations.
- Need to improve in insurance sectors.
- Betterment in communication facilities.
- Improvement in transportation facilities especially bus services to tourist locations.
- Needed to improve in different forms of transportation other than bus services.
- Proper tourism policy for Vasai Taluka.
- Better sanitary facilities at tourist places.
- Improvement in traffic control measures.
- To have a budget hotel. It will help immensely a lot of tourist at the time of selection of hotel to stay.
- Need to improve in restaurants services.
- Proper health care systems at tourist centers required.
- Local people contribution towards development of tourism must be there.
- Present monuments needed to be repaired properly.
- Protection of tourist centers.
- Safety measures to be taken at the tourist place where adventurous sports are arranged for tourists.
- Focus to be given on developing local handicraft.
- Handicraft product selling centers requires to be created for tourists. This will help tourist to get to know about the local traditions as well as will them to generate income.
- Pure and clean water to be supplied to tourist at tourist destinations.
- Better promotional measures to be taken.
- Tourism marketing should be there.
- Proper mode to be selected for giving message.
- A slogan to be created for the tourist centres and also given through mass media to World.
- Increase of tourist guides at tourist centres,
- Guides needed to be given proper training on how to handle tourist.
In traditional education system tourism required to be included as a subject in every course.

6.3 Future scope of the study:

- Researcher can work on different tourist locations present in Vasai Taluka.
- One can focus on rural tourism.
- Can be worked on rural tourism development.
- Researcher can focus on tourism promotion in local areas.
- Contribution of tourism on the local development.
- Tourism marketing in Vasai Taluka.
- Can be selected the area for the development of adventure tourism.
- Researcher can work on infrastructural development of tourist locations.
- Researcher can work on coastal tourism.
- Researcher can work on pilgrimage tourism because there are lots of pilgrim centers present in Vasai Taluka which can be taken as a research topic.
- One can do research on educational tourism of Vasai Taluka because presence of large number of educational institutions.
- Researcher can work on medical tourism because lot of good medical centers is present.
- One can concentrate on heritage tourism due to presence of historical forts and monuments.
- One can focus on tourism promotional methods to make the tourist centres known to everybody present not only in India but also in globe.

6.4 Limitations of research work:

- Lack of involvement of respondents during the time of filling the questionnaire.
- Difficult to convince respondent at the time of giving their personal information.
- Most of the respondents are not in a mood to fill the questionnaire.
- Most of the respondents are not ready to share authentic information about them especially hotels, resorts and tour operators.
- Lack of previous information on relevant topic.
- Lack of proper tourist information centers in the area.
• Proper estimation of economic transaction of tourism businesses in the study area.
• Lack of tourist guide who can help during the time of data collection.
• In tourist category expected to get more sample size but could not.
• Limitation of finance and security during the time of collecting information.
• Lack of convenient sources to collect secondary information of tourism in Vasai Taluka.